
Release Notes for 7.0.13167 

App Feature Type Comments Settings/Required Changes 

SPOT Credit Cards Fix A negative cash credit balance was causing the CCOF to be overcharged on a subscription renewal 
 

SPOT General Change The new "Content" column in the On My Way tab of the Notification Center will now first show any comments 

associated with the original notification, and only show a comment associated with a later SMS if there is not 

an original comment 

 

SPOT Localities Addition to 

Existing Feature 

Add Sweden as a Locality 

Sweden has been added as a locality in SPOT 

 

SPOT Reports Fix When a subscription auto-renews, the credit card was being charged in the customer’s home store but the 

renewal merchandise invoice was being assigned the store where the subscription was first activated. 

 

OTS General Fix OTS Bounce-back batches were excluding customers with distinct pickups on their initial visit spread over 

multiple days 

 

SPOT AR Fix SPOT was crashing in the Apply Payments screen if the user tried to use the CCOF tender again after the CCOF 

had already been declined. 

 

SPOT Credit Cards Addition to 

Existing Feature 

In the Credit Card Reconciliation screen, the user now has the ability to void/refund a credit card transaction 

that is only seen on the processor side. 

 

SPOT General Addition to 

Existing Feature 

The subscription auto renewal service will now log credit card transaction data into the same CVLog tables that 

SPOT does. 

 

SPOT Merchandise Fix Selling a subscription with a SKU also linked to a deleted subscription plan can result in the subscription not 

being activated 

 

SPOT Printing Fix Hotel guest and room number data fields for "Hotel"-type customers were not showing on the first printing of 

a detail visit ticket. 

 

SPOT Utilities Fix The subscription renewal service was not honoring the "Initial Invoice Number" setting if the service reset the 

counter at the beginning of the month 

 

 


